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APPENDIX I
The Account teas originally in Prakrit.
Proof is offered here of the statement made in the Introduction, § 15, that the
Sanskrit account as it stands in the Matsya, Vayu, and Brahmanda is a Sanskritized
version of older Prakrit slokas, as indicated by these peculiarities: first, certain
passages violate the sloka metre, whereas in Prakrit form they would satisfy the
metre ; secondly, certain Prakrit forms actually occur, especially -where they are
required by the metre, which the corresponding Sanskrit forms would violate ;
thirdly, Sanskrit w’ords occur at times in defiance of syntax, whereas the corre
sponding Prakrit forms would make the construction correct; fourthly, mistaken
Sanskritization of names and words ; fifthly, the copious use of expletive particles ;
sixthly, irregular sandhi. Those three Puranas will be dealt with first, and along
with them such portions also of the Bhagavata and Visnu as have preserved the old
slokas uncondensed; but the main portions of these two Puranas consist almost
entirely of a condensed redaction, and their character will be considered afterwards.
i. As an illustration of the first peculiarity, the Mt and Va^, when naming the
last Paurava king, end the line thus (p. 7)—Nirdmitrat tu (or ca) Ksemakah, ‘after
Niramitra was Ksemaka ’; w’here the tu or ca in the fifth syllable should be short
but is long by position before ks. No one composing in Skt could end a sloka line
with Ksemaka, but its Pkt form Khemaka satisfies the metre perfectly. There can be
no doubt therefore that this line was composed in Pkt originally, and that the Skt
redactor restored the Pkt name to its Skt form and in so doing overlooked the fact
that the change violated the metre. The fault was however noticed afterwards,
because eVa corrects it by altering the half line to bhavitd Ksemakas tatha, (p. 7,
note '^^). Precisely similar is the mistake in the line that ends wdth sama bhoksyanti
trimsatim where no difficulty would occur in Pkt since trimsati would drop its
r there
Again the Mt reads at the end of a sloka line, addvimsatir Haihaydh where
the fifth syllable is long by position contrary to rule; and here the literary Pkt form
visati without a termination would fit the metre. The Va and Bd read instead
caturvimiat (or -vimsas) tu Haihaydh and avoid the irregularity by reducing vimsati
’ The Bd has lost this line in a large
lacuna.
’ P. 50 {Dynasties of tlte 3rd Gent.}, 1. 2 ;
the differences of reading there do not affect
this point.
• The phrase a-Manu-ksayat in the Va
and Bd at the end of a line (p. 51,1. 8) does

not militate against this view, because the
ks in the middle of this expression would
have been kkh in Pkt.
* P. 23, 1. 4 : 6Mt avoids the fault by
reading asfiiviiiAati, keeping as near to Pkt
as possible.
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to vimiat or vimia and replacing the lost syllable by a superfluous tu, which is the
nearest approach to it. This expedient is very common as will be seen in the notes.
Next may be cited cases where a half line has a syllable too much, which would
disappear in Pkt, and the significance of these cases lies in the fact that the super
fluity was unnecessary since good Skt equivalents were available, if the verse had
been composed directly in Skt. Thus the Bh has a sloka prophesying Visnu’s
incarnation as Kalki thus—
dharma-tranaya sattvena Bhagavan avatar'syati

The second half line has a syllable too much, but the Pkt verb otarieeati would
exactly suit the metre and was no doubt the word used originally, as c/Bh (an old
MS of 1407) shows by reading Tihagavdn vatarieyati, where n and va are separate
letters. Many two-syllabled equivalents for ihagavdn were available to suit the
metre. Again eVa has for the first half of a line, eapta varnani Devadharma where
varnani is obviously a misreading of taredni, and there is a syllable too much;
but the Pkt form varrd or vasxd satisfies the metre. To one composing in Skt
samdh would have avoided all difficulty. Similarly iMt has the first half of a line,
axtdvimiati tatha vared with a syllable too much but the Pkt atthdvdeam would
rectify the metre; whereas one composing in Skt could have written simply
astdrimsati-var»dni, which is indeed the general reading of the Mt now. This
instance may give us an insight into the process of Sanskritization, if, as the 4Mt
reading suggests, the original Pkt was atthdvT.eam tathd vaeed.
ii. Actual Pkt forms occur rather often. First may be cited the Va and Bd
line *—
sthapayisyati raj ano nana-descsu te jana:
where rajano and te janii are Pkt accusatives after the verb. They were misunder
stood as nominatives, and the verb was altered to the plural in all copies of the Va,
except eVa, and in the Bd. Similarly the Bh introduces the Barhadratha dynasty
with the old line ®—
atha Magadha-rajano bhavitaro vadami te.

Here rajano and lhavitdro are accusatives, hence the line is not Skt hut is actually
good Pali. 7)zBh correct the faults hy altering ihavita.ro to ihdvino ye. Again the
Mt has a half line praeahya hy avamiti nrpah. in many copies, and praeahya ryasanl
nrpam in some copies, while the corresponding reading of the Va and Bd is idlyad
vyaeaninam nrpam ®. The Mt reading should evidently be praeahya ryaeamhi nrpam,
and points to a Pkt original something like paeajjha (or paeayhed) vaeaniik napam.;
• but this when Sanskritized became prasahya vyasaninam nrpam with a syllable too
much, and so was adjusted in two ways, (1) the half-Pkt form vyaeanim was used as
an accus. in many copies and became corrupted to hy avanim; or (2) the half line
was emended to praeahya vyneandturam in some copies. The Va and Bd may have
substituted idtydd (or ialdd ?) for praeahya to rectify the metre.
Next may be cited a number of actual Pkt or half-Pkt words. All such forms
cannot be deemed original, because the copyists, who were not always sufficiently
literate, did write Pkt forms sometimes instead of Skt forms, but such deviations are
*
’
’
<

Bh xii, 3, 16; omitted from p. 57.
P. 29,1. 11, and note “.
P. 19, note
P. 62, 1. 13 and notes.

’ P. 14, note *.
’ P. 33, note
’ This would be the correct accus. in Pkt.
see Pischel’s Prakrit Grammar, § 405.
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trivial and obvious mistakes
It is different however when the Pkt forms violate
grammar or sandhi, or suit the metre, and such are these—uccadayitvd (p. 53, note
maliayaidh as a nomin. plural (p. 51, note ^5) and varsu, {sqq p. 78). There are also
instances of the Pkt genit. plural in '‘ana (p. 35, note *^), and of its blending with
into '‘an-.dnte, namely Iculdnante (p. 50, note and Awlhrandnte (p. 59, notes
;
p. 61, note ®2). Other words appear to be Pkt survivals and not copyists’ errors,
such as aUitrimSat (p. 19, note
athochddya (p. 34, note ®), iesucckanne^u (p. 48,
note®’^), »ama for samas before tasmat in Va genly (p. 34, note
and Asakdli in Va
and Bd (p. 24, note ^®). In an old verse /Bh has papanndn ukarisyati (p. 26, note ®*),
which seems more than a mere clerical error. Mistakes precisely like these are
found in Buddhist Skt,
The Bhagavata has an old verse—
yasmin Krsno divam yatas tasminn eva tadahani
pratipannam Kaliyugam iti prahuh puravidah.

The Mt, Va, Bd, and Vs all have this verse, but read the last half line tasya
sahkhyam nibodhata or in equivalent words
The Bh reading appears to be the
oldest version, because its verse is complete in itself and is obviously an old saying,
whereas the last half line iu the other authorities was evidently substituted to
connect this statement with the following verse when this collective account was
drawn up : the reverse is hardly credible. Further, one old Bh MS (//Bh, dated
1407) reads iti-r-dkuk puravidah^ and this with its euphonic Pkt r is no doubt the
original form, which in the process of Sanskritization was amended to iti prahuh as
in all the other Bh copies; here also the reverse is hardly credible. lU-r-ahuh is
the Pkt iti-r-dhu
There are one or two other instances of an r inserted, which
seems to be euj)honic ®; and it may possibly be that the final r in the nominatives
of numerals is sometimes as much a euphonic Pkt r as a Skt r by sandhi ®.
Similarly no doubt are to be explained the Bd reading of p. 62,1. 40 and the
Va readings in note thereto. The reading in literary Pkt would have been some
thing like- vassdna uccate Kali or rather Tassdna-r-ucoate Kali. Turned into Skt,
rarsdndm ucyate Kalih was good and sufficient, yet notwithstanding, the desire for
an expedient to prevent the hiatus persisted in the Sanskritization, for z«Va has
preserved the euphonic r, and bdfijK^ inserted tu instead. These were no doubt the
original forms of the Sanskritizations, but it was perceived that no such expedient
was wanted, hence most copies of the Va dropped it. The reverse is not credible.
Most common is the use of numerals with the Pkt freedom from case-termina
tions, as well as* only half Sanskritized, such as—astdslU and astdsiti and vimsati
often both in the text and in the notes. Some of these instances might be due to
the carelessness of copyists in omitting visarga or anusvara, but that does not
account for all such peculiarities, since they are found in carefully written MSS and
are sometimes obligatory for the sake of the metre. Thus the Va and Bd read as
the last half line of a sloka, astuviihsati hlaithildli *, and this was no doubt the
* E.g. see p. 2, note”; p. 43, note”: and
these are found even in Bh MSS, see p. 46,
note
® This is possible only in Pkt and does
actually occur, see Pischel, op. cit. § 409.
* P. 62, 11. 37, 38 and notes.

* See Pischel’s Prakrit Grammar, §§ 353,
518.
’ See hatva-r iu p. 38, note®.
* As in p. 43,1. 36, where the accusative
would be proper.
’ P. 25, 1. 5 and note
* P. 24, 1. 6.
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original reading because
have it also; but the Mt has generally altered
vimsati to vi/ksdi {or °sat or °£a'^ tu. The Skt form vitiisatir would violate the metre,
and the Mt has avoided the difficulty of Sanskritization by substituting tu for
the final syllable. This is the converse of the first irregularity noticed above
(p. 78), and many similar instances of tu substituted for a final ti w’ill be found
in the notes.
iii. Of the third class of peculiarities the following are instances. As the last
half line of a sloka the Va and Bd have in one place varsani bhavitd, trayah and in
another tasya putrah samas trayah ; and the Mt has in another place bhavisyati
samas trayah ®. In all these passages gi-ammatical concord is violated, because
(1) these are accus. expressions denoting duration of time, and (2) varsani is neuter,
samas feminine, and trayah masculine and nomin.; but, if the Pkt tao be substituted
for trayah, concord is established, because tao is both nomin. and accus. in all three
genders \ and the metre also is satisfied. Such expressions could not have been
composed in Skt originally. There can be no doubt that they were originally in
Pkt and that, when the verses w’ere Sanskritized, the exigencies of metre induced
the redactor to convert tao into trayah, because the correct equivalents trini and
tisrah would not suit the metre ®.
The same fault occurs in places where metre was not at stake. Thus all three
Puranas read catvdrim£at trayah cdiva as the first half of a line ®, where samas or
varsani is implied and trayas is wrong as regards both gender and case. CVa,
attempts to rectify the discord by reading trayani. Similarly in another passage the
Mt has samas triny evam, while the Va and Bd read samas tisra era". It is
impossible to suppose that these wrong expressions were composed originally in
Skt, and they are intelligible as perfunctory Sanskritizations of Pkt ex]messions
containing the numeral tao, or tinni which also is of all three genders ®. Similarly
we find the phrase sasty-uttara-sata-trayam used with varsani in the Bd and with
samah in the Bh®. Other instances are saptasastis tu varsdni^^, and astdsitis tu
varsdni^^, where the case is wrong; ye cdnye ^lleccha-jdtayatd'‘‘ which eVa has
corrected to yd,s cdnya ; and perhaps divyabdani where the correct divycibdds was
as easy as in the Bd.
iv. Some forms of names look strange as Skt but are readily^intelligible if they
are mistaken Sanskritizations of Pkt forms. Thus the name Si-inndya as found in
the Bd, Vs, and Bh appears as ^ihuadka in the Mt and Va
Sisunaga as Pkt
might naturally be Sanskritized as ^istinuka, because a Pkt g often rejmesents a
Skt k: otherw’ise it is difficult to see how the form §isundka could have arisen.
Similarly eVa has ^uitka and &anka for ^uiiga ; eka-ksatro appears instead of
eka-cchatro, and eka-ksatrdm instead of eka-cchattrdm ’®.
’ P. 32, 1. 8. The Mt reads correctly
trini varsani.
* P. 43, L 32. The Mt reads differently.
sazna da^a.
’ P. 40, 1. 15. The Va and Bd omit this,
except eVa which alters it to samd-trayam.
* Pischel’s Prakrit Grammar, § 438.
’ Unless he recast the line, which was
obviously not attempted, except by Mt in
the first instance, see note ’.
* P. 22, 1. 14 and notes.

’ P. 32, 1. 7; but dfyjniinlt alter it to tisro
vai.
’ Pischel’s Prakrit Grammar, § 438.
’ P. 22, note «
10 P. 46, 1. 7.
11
P. 25, note
12
P. 3, 1. 11 and note
13
P. 60, 1. 16 and note’”.
14
P. 21, 11. 1, 3; p. 22, 11. 15, 17; and
notes thereto.
“ P. 30, note “; p. 32, note *’; p- 49, note
” P. 25, 1. 4 and notes ”> ”.
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In this class may be mentioned certain incorrect forms: thus the Va generally
reads catura» instead of catvarat in p. 34,1. 7 (note
where the Pkt caiiro may
have been used as a nomin. though it is strictly accus.' So the Mt generally has
catvarimsad instead of eatvarai ca (or <?<), which would be an intelligible mistake if
the Pkt was cattari ca, for cattari though neuter was often used as masculine
The plural verb bhoksyanti instead of the dual in p. 50 (l)ynaities of the 3rd Cent.),
L 2, would be correct in Pkt but not in Skt.
Vernacular names had to be Sanskritized and so developed strange forms ;
compare for instance Simuka in p. 88, note and other Andhra names.
Attention may also be drawn to p. 59,1. 11, where all the divergent readings
are obviously attempts to Sanskiitize one and the same original Pkt statement that
was puzzling.
V. The fifth class of peculiarities is a very noticeable feature of these texts,
namely, the copious use of particles as mere expletives, such as tu, hi, ca, vai, &c.,
and especially tu. The lines in which two such particles occur are too numerous to
be mentioned, but three and even four are sometimes found in a single line, and the
following lines are cited as most illustrative:—
bhavita capi Sujyesthah sapta varsani vai tatah ®
Svatis ca bhavita raja samas tv astada^iva tu*
Sivasrir vai Puloma tu saptaiva bhavita nrpah®
sapta Gardabhinas capi tato ’tha dasa vai Sakah®
trayoda^ Murundas ca Mauna hy ekada^iva tu'
saptasastis tu varsani das»Abhu-as tathaiva ca®
&tani triny asitim ca Saka hy astada&iva tu ®
Pulomas tu tath^Andhras tu Mahapadmflntare punah'®.

One cannot imagine that these verees were composed originally either in Skt or
in Pkt with so many expletives, when the authors could easily have improved their
verses by employing appropriate words denoting ‘ reign or ‘ exist ’ or ‘ relationship
No one composing in Skt would mar his verse and proclaim his literary poverty by
such shifts ; but these blemishes are readily intelligible, if the verses were originally
in Pkt as chronicles of the past and were converted into Skt prophecies. Future
tenses are longer than past tenses, and if they could not be fitted into the place of
the past tenses, it would have been natural to substitute expletives. Thus it may
be conjectured that the second, fifth, sixth, and seventh lines ended originally with
a past verb corresponding to aihavat or abhavan. Again, Pkt forms are sometimes
longer than their Skt equivalents, and the substitution of the latter would have
been compensated for by adding an expletive ; thus in the third line &ivasnr vai no
doubt stands for the Pkt Sivasiri, and in the eighth line Fulomde tu tath-.Andhras tu
probably mean the ablat. case and stood originally something hke Pulomudo iath>
Andhrado, or Pulomamha tathfAndhramha.
It has been noticed above (pp. 78, 80) that the particle tu is used sometimes
to compensate for the loss of the final syllable of vimiati and trimsati. When the
full forms of these words vitiated the metre, they were reduced sometimes to vimkat
1

2
8

4
5

Pischel’s Prakrit Grammar, § 439.
P. 35, note®’. Pischel, § 439.
P. 31, 1. 4, V5 and Bd.
P. 40, 1. 13, Mt.
P. 42, 1. 29, Mt and eVa.
M
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Or viMsa, and triliiiat or trvnsa and the lost syllable was replaced by an expletive hi.
This expedient is very common and many instances of it will be found in the notes.
Indeed it is hardly too much to say that the occurrence of tu, throughout the
account, if not required by euphony (see next para.), almost certainly indicates a lost
syllable, and in many cases tu in the Mt and eVa has been altered to ca in the Va
and Bd as an improvement. Other instances of compensatory expletives may be
surmised in the notes, such as these—Susenai c^Anturiksdc ca (p. 10, 1. 13) is hardly
explainable unless the second ca has replaced the lost syllable of the Pkt ablative ;
and Itharminah »a (p. 11, 1. 15) no doubt stands instead of the Pkt genitive
Dharmina^sa.
The use of expletives was however carried beyond necessary requirements, and
they are often inserted merely to prevent two vowels from coming together, as tv in
the second of the above-cited lines, and hy in the fifth and seventh lines. Skt
sandhi did not require this device, but it is intelligible in Pkt. This superfluity is
found in the Bh also, where it has not condensed the older slokas, as in kudra-prdydt
tv adhdrmikdli (p. 25,1. 3).
vi. The instances of irregular sandhi may be divided into two classes; firtl,
those in which the form it takes resembles Pkt sandhi and is unnecessary, because
regular Skt sandhi would have been proper and sufficient; and tecundly^ those in
which it consists of double sandhi in order to contract the words for the metre.
Of the first class may be cited varsani 'karayat instead of varsany akarayat
(p. 15, note ^’); tnni ’«itik for tnny asitii (p. 46, note*®); dJasaratkastan instead of
Daiaratho 'stau (p. 28, note®); and Agnimitrdstan for Agnimitro ’stau (p. 31, note’®).
Such sandhi can be explained through Pkt, and it is difficult to understand how
any one composing in Skt could have adopted it; nor is it juobable as a
copyist’s error.
The second class is commoner, and we find—bliavisyoAtau for bkavisydh astau
(p. 5,1. 10); bkavisyodayanas for bkavisyah Vdayanas (p. 7, 1. 23); davandstau for
Yavandh astau (p. 45,1. 4; p. 47, 1.10) ; and bhavydnyah for bhavyah anyah (p. 47,
1. 13). Here ordinary sandhi would have given a superfluous syllable, and the
double sandhi rectifies the metre; but the significance of it is that it was easily
avoidable in Skt, because the first two phrases might have been written bhavind
'stau and bhavih()dayanas. The simplest explanation seems to be, that the conver
sion of the Pkt past tense into the Skt future was made perfunctorily, and overloaded
the verse with a superfluous syllable which was adjusted by the double sandhi. The
third phrase would have been Yond attha in Pkt, and the Sanskritization of Yund
into Yavandh produced the difficulty of the extra syllable. Attempts at improve
ment were made ; see p. 45, note ’®. There are many similar instances, such as
tatdtsddya and tatotpdtya (p. 34, notes ®); atoddhrtya and tatodhrtya (p. 38, note *).
Crasis of this kind is ordinarily explained as drsa-sandhi, but this explanation is
manifestly untenable here ’. AU these irregularities are readily intelligible on the
two suppositions, that Pkt words were converted into their Skt equivalents, and
that past tenses were changed to futures, with the metrical difficulties that
naturally ensued.
vii. All these peculiarities are found in the Mt, Va, and Bd throughout, and
show that their version must have been composed originally in Pkt slokas and that
the slokas were Sanskritized for incorporation in the Bhavisya, from which the Mt
* In the Puranas what is called drsa-saadhi is really Prakrit sandhi; see p. 20,
note
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and Va confessedly, and the Bd impliedly, borrowed their accounts (see Introdn.
§ 7). The Prakritisms which have been cited are not mere casual variations, for
such might be due to the ignorance or carelessness of copyists, but have an important
raison d'etre in the verse in many cases. The same conclusion holds good for the
Vs and Bh in the passages where they have preserved the old sloka form.
viii. The main part of the Visnu account is in prose and, not being affected by
the exigencies of metre, runs in ordinary Skt, and displays no verbal peculiarities.
It contains the same matter found in the Va and Bd but in a condensed shape, and
closes its account where they end, so that it must have been composed directly
in Skt from them or their original, the revised version in the Bhavisya, for it is not
probable that its accftint was a new and independent compilation, when the com
pilations in those Puranas were available. A difference may be noticed in its account
to this extent that the dynastic matter is generally narrated in curt sentences, often
without regard for sandhi and that the subsequent matter of the evils of the Kali
age is in ordinary good prose Skt with a predilection for compound pbi-ases. Hence
it would seem that the dynastic portion was an earlier and somewhat crude con
densation, and that the latter portion was an addition made with regard to the
canons of good prose.
ix. The Bhagavata account, which is mainly a condensation, is evidently a later
redaction. Peculiarities of the kinds noticed above do not appear therein, but it is
in good Sanskrit, and phrases occur in it which indicate that it must have been
composed directly in Skt. Two are especially significant. A sloka line ends with
the words ekadaSa ksitim (p. 48, note
where the ea is long by position before ks
as it should be, but would not have been long in Pkt in which ks would have
become k/i ; so that this line must have been composed in Skt and not in Pkt.
Similarly another line ends iti Srutak (p. 32, note
where the second i is long by
position in Skt but would not have been so in Pkt.
X. The Garuda has no Pi-akritisms except in some of the names, and these are
too uncertain a basis on which to argue, for those Prakritisms might be original or
might be due to the carelessness of copyists, yet one name certainly seems somewhat
suggestive
All that is clear is that its account is the last and concisest redaction,
that it- was probably composed afresh in Skt, and that it makes frequent use of the
termination ka for the sake of the metre. Its treatment of the name Adhislmakrsna
suggests that it was composed from a bare list of kings, for it divides the name into
two, AdhieimaA-ka (ending one line) and Krsna (beginning the next line)®—which
seems inexplicable unless it had only a prose list and chopped the names up into
groups for each line.
’ As in p. 18, note’; p. 30, note*®; and
in these curt sentences tasyApi Aiokavardhannh, talas ca Aristakarma, and tosmai
Yajnairih.
’ Drdhasenaka appears as Z)rt/A«8e«aZ-a in

aZiGr, will ch may be a faulty Sanskiitization
of the Pkt Dadhnsena + ka, though it
might also be the form of that name in one
kind of Pkt; see p. 16, note
’ See p. 4, note

APPENDIX II
The Oldest Scripts used in the Account.
Mistakes are found in the MSS, which can, it seems, he only explained
satisfactorily by supposing that they arose out of misreadinga>of the ancient scripts
(see Introdn. § 26). Some mistakes are obviously mere clerical blunders, but others
cannot be accounted for naturally in that way. KharosthI being the oldest Indian
script that we know of, mistakes that could be traced to misreadings of its letters
would be most significant. Such instances may singly be open to some distrust, but
collectively they would have cumulative force ; and without pronouncing a positive
opinion, it does yet seem to me that certain misreadings do point to KharosthI as
their source. Such mistakes may prevail in many MSS, if they passed undetected
from the beginning; otherwise they may only occur in single MSS, having been
corrected in all the others.
i. First may be cited an instance from the Vs, because it affords the best
illustration of a misreading that seems significant, though the Vs does not contain
the oldest version. It calls Asoka generally Asokavardhana, but kVs has Ayoiukavardftan'i (p. 28, note ®®). Here yo is obviously a misreading of &o; the copyist read
the io as yo and wrote yo, then he (or some one else) perceived the mistake and
wrote or inserted io in the copy, but the yo was not cancelled and the erroneous
name Ayoioka remained and was repeated till it appears in kNs. Now io could not
be mistakenly read as yo in any Indian script except KharosthI, and in that io and
yo were often written so much alike, that it is very difficult at times to say merely
from the shape which letter was meant. Hence it seems reasonably certain that
this passage in the Visnu must have been originally taken from a KharosthI MS,
Had this mistake occurred in verse, the extra syllable would probably have been
detected and the error corrected, but there was no such cheek in the prose of the Vs,
and the mistake might have been followed in one copy (from which was descended
^Vs) though rectified in others.
Other misreadings of i and y occur, namely—Ayotla for Aioka in /Mt\ where
the second mi.sreading of k as A might have arisen later in the Gupta script ®;
'MagadJieio in/Mt’ where the more general readings are Magadha ye, Mdgadhoyo or
Ma,gadheya\ Koyala in cyVs* for Koiala, where ya might easily be read for ia
because KharosthI often did not distinguish between long and short vowels; and
Saliyuka in eVa for &dliiuka ® ; Maurya dayo daia in ZVs*, where daia was probably
first misread and written as daya, which was afterwards amended so as to read
Maary-ddayo incorrectly.
ii. Some similar variations seemj to point to the same conclusion. The Mt
’ P. 27, note’.
’ See Biihler’s Ind. Palaeog., Table IV,
cols, xxi, xxiii, and Table V, cols, viii, ix.
’ P. 14, note *.
* P. 54, note’". Koyala is an error in
writing, different from Koj'aln which was

a variation of Kauialya, in pronunciation ;
see Actes du XIV® Congres International
des Orientalistes, Alger, 1905, p. 217.
’ P. 29, note”.
* P. 30, note
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reading, Kdiei/ds, appears in rZ/AIt as Kdleydg ; and the mistake of I for « seenls best
explainable by their similarity in KharosthI. The Va and Bd read Kdlakds, which
is probably a similar misreading of the equivalent name Kdsakds
iii. Two other letters which might be confused in KharosthI but not in any
other script are k and bk, and there are some variations which seem to have so
originated. The Va generally, and the Mt sometimes, have Tuhga instead of
&u'hga a misreading the cause of which is not clear ®, but the name Sunyahhrtya is
generally corrupted to Tvhyakrtya in the Va, while eVa alone among the Va MSS
has preserved it nearly right as Suh/javrtya *. Here it seems certain that bh was
misread as k in a KharosthI MS. The converse appears to be the cause of the
faulty Mt reading in p. 41, line 22, where saumyo bhavhyati, with no mention of
the length of the reign, seems to be a misreading of the Va and Bd reading so 'py
eka-vinisafim, for, while saumyo might be a later mistake and emendation for sopye,
bhavisyati could be a misreading of ka~vim6ati in KharosthI only. The two forms
would be bhavissati and ka-rzsatt in Pali and probably also in literary Pkt, and these
two would be almost identical in KharosthI which generally wrote long and short
vowels alike and doubled letters as single.
iv. As regards Brahml, I have not found any variations of importance which
can be assigned definitely to misreadings of it, and there is not the same scope for
detecting such errors, because there is more resemblance between Brahml and Gupta
letters than between them and KharosthI. All the mistakes that I have detected,
which might be attributed to misreadings of Brahml letters, might equally well, or
even better, be attributed to misreadings of Gupta letters. Hence it seems to me,
speaking with diffidence, that no light is thrown by Brahml on the age of the
account or the MSS, and that, so far as the negative argument is of weight,
Brahml writing played no part in the early MSS of these dynastic accounts. If
this be so, the accounts passed from KharosthI into the Gupta script.
V. If these explanations of these variations be reasonable and not fanciful, it
appears that the Mt, Va, and Vs all betray the fact that their accounts were
originally copied from MSS written in KharosthI. This script was in use till
A.n. 300, or perhaps even half a century later®. This conclusion would, as regards
the Mt and Va, agree with the period assigned to them ®. There is no further
indication regarding the date of the Vs, and as KharosthI MSS would have lasted
some centuries, the Vs account might well be later and yet have been extracted
from such a MS. There has been no opportunity of testing the Bd account in this
way, because I have not been able to collate any MS of it; and the printed edition
betrays no misreadings of this kind ; but it is so closely like the Va that the same
conclusion probably holds good for it.
vi. Nor have I found any variations in the Bhagavata which point to mis
readings of KharosthI or even of Brahml. I have noticed only two peculiarities
which may perhaps be significant.
In the list of Andhra kings Hala was succeeded by a king whoso name
consisted of four syllables, the best supported forms of w’hich are Mantalaka or

* P. 23, note ’.
‘ P. 32, note"; p. 33, note”.
• Perhaps through the Pkt form Suhga; g
carelessly made might he read as t in
KharosthI. The mistake is ancient as it is

found so widely.
• P. 34, note
vrtya might he a modern
misreading of Icrtya.
• JBAS, 1907, pp. 184-5.
• See Introdn.
21-21.
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Pattalaka
The Bh calls them Haleya and Taiaka respectively, Haley a ending the
first half of a line and Talaka beginning the second half, thus:—
Anistakarma Haleyas Talakas tasya catmajah.
These two names seem to be mistakes for Hala and Pattalaka, the pa being misread
as ya. If so, the wrong division of these two names in the middle of a line seems
only explicable on the supposition that the Bh prepared this verse from a bare prose
list of kings and divided the letters of the two names incorrectly. If this sug
gestion has any validity, it would appear that the Bh could not have been
composed till after the time when y approximated to p in shape, that is, after
the 7th century a.d.
The other instance is the name of the Andhra king ApIIaka, which appears in
the Bh generally as Civilaka. The probable genesis of the changes in the name is
suggested in p. 39, note *®, and the fact that seems significant here is that the
compiler of the Bh account apparently drew his information from a Vs account
in which he misread the initial d as c. This mistake could arise only in the Gupta
script and not very well before the 7th century a,d.^

APPENDIX III
Janamejaya's Dispute with the Brahmans.
The dispute between the Paurava hing Janamejaya ’ and Vaisampayana and
other brahmans is narrated in JMt 50, 57^-65 and JVa 99, 250-256 and gives ns
an instance of how the text was revised*. The Mt version, which is the oldest,
says the ting made a successful stand against them for some time, but afterwards
gave in and, making his son king, departed to the forest (according to custom);
but the Va version has abridged the inconvenient verses, and says he perished and
the brahmans made his son king. This alteration may have been made (1) either in
the Bhavisya when it was revised, and so passed into the Vayu or (2) in the Vayu
itself; but it is impossible to decide this point, because eVa and the Bd, which
would have thrown much light on it, have unfortunately lost this passage in lacunae.
What is clear is that a story of royal opposition to brahmanic claims was modified
early in the 4th century a.d. to maintain brahmanic prestige.
As regards MSS, WJ/)Mt omit 1. 6, read 1. 9 instead of it and omit 1. 9 from its
place; c^y»Mt omit 1. 9; ZMt 11. 9, 20 ; ZMt 11. 6-9; wMt reads 1. 9 instead of
1. 6, as well as in its proper place; «W/Va omit 11, 11-13; iVa 11. 11-13, 18-20;
ZVa 11, 14, 15 ; ZVa 11, 16, 17 ; and
want the whole.
’ P. 41,1. 2.
See Buhler’s Ind. Pal., Table IV.
’ See p. 4, 1. 2.

* See Introdn. §§ 24, 30.
" See Introdn. § 23.

JANAMEJAYA’S DISPUTE WITH THE BRAHMANS
^latsya.

Janamejayah Pariksitah
putrah pai-ama-dharmikah^
brahmanam ® kalpayamasa
sa vai ® vajasaneyakam *
sa ® Vai&mpayanenaiva''
saptah ® kila maharsina
na sthasyatiha durbuddhe
tavaitad vacanam bhuvi
yavaf sthasyasi tvam loke
tavad eva prapatsyati ’®
ksatrasya vijayam jnatva ’’
tatah prabhrti sarvasah
abhigamya sthitas caiva '
nrpam ca Janamejayam
tatah prabhrti sapena
ksatriyasya tu yajinah
utsanna yajino yajne
tatah prabhrti sarvasah
ksatrasya yajinah kecic
chapat tasya mahatmanah

’ This is 1. 2 on p. 4.
’ InJAMt brdhmanaih, jltlt brah°.
’ In cwMt makhe; JAIt makham; eMt
makha.
4 In i^^Mt °yikam • AMt “^aAe.
5
In a^a*dhklNA °yakdn.
« In AMt tam.
‘
s
In cejTiMt °yane caiva.
8
So ada^a*bdghlNa. Ga^kNn asapatnam.
9
In AenMt sa2>tah‘, AMt /ajoZaw; ZMt
sapuh.
10 In eMt kali.
11
So Ca’ZVa; but «'a’a‘MjfAZ:Va '‘yanatn.
12
In bdMt °t(i.
13
In JMt durbuddheh.
14
So Cff FaWMt: Zilt mZ loke; enMt
loke tvam',
loke ’smin •, cMt lokesu.
But bdfghmp^iX sthdsyamy aham loke, and
JMt crply.
*• In Ztiilt eZat.
’• So CG Fa’a‘Mt; wipMt °paiyati; eMt
°yaiyati-, (ZMt “^aZeyaZZ; JX:Mt °vatsyati',
a'a^cfyh^lt °vartsyati; «Mt °vabjati; ZMt
'^vatsyaifi.
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Vdi/u.

Pariksitas tu dayado
rajasy Janamejayah
brahmanan kalpayamasa
sa vai vajasaneyikan ®
a&pat tam * tadamarsad
Vaisampayana eva tu
na sthasyatiha durbuddhe
tavaitad vacanam bhuvi
ya vat sthasyamy ahaih loke
tavan naitat prasasyate

5

abhitah gaihsthitas capi
tatah sa^^ Janamejayah

10

*’ In a’Va naiva.
“ So Ca'a’ZVa : but a’(i*^Va
!
bdJd^& °pasyati.
*’ In JyJMt judtuih : bdhmp^it substitute
1. 9 for this line ; see note
20 '
In bedefyjlilt
sthitas.
21
Caivaih in cenMt.
22
In 6AVa tprarZfzZjZaA; dVa. tjiracitdtah.
is
In (ZAVa sa sthitas.
24
In ZtVa ^taka sa; bN& '^takasaj; <ZVa
i'tak sa.
“ In craMt ydyinah ; bd/gimpyid. vdjinah;
AMt raJZnoA.
** So ^CAIt: bdhp^ft omit this line, see
note but »nMt has it here also. In AtZMt
ueJiannd', wiMt trasyanna above, MZsanwd
here; AMt utkalasya.
” In bdmp^t v&jino; h^lt raj°.
“ Tn dhrnplUi p'jne.
” In ZMt Z:saZra[yf(].'-'ya.
In ZMt yajitM,
vaf: bdjmpUt
vajinah, AMt raj^.
“ In ceoiMt kascit.
** In (ZJMt ehdpam.
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Matsya.

paurnamasena havisa
istva tasmin prajapatim
sa “ Vaisampayanenaiva
pravi^n varitas ’’® tatah ®’
Parlksitah suto ’sau vai
Pauravo Janamejayah
dvir asvamedham ahrtya
maha-vajasaneyakam
pravartayitva tam sarvam
rsir*’ vajasaneyakam

vivade brahmanaih sardham
abhisapto vanam yayau
Janamejayac Chatanikas
tasmaj jajne sa viryavan
Janamejayah Satanikam
putraih rajye ’bhisiktavan
In <ZMt purna°.
In /Mt drstva^'; eMt istva te ’smin;
tZMt i tasmin; wMt iti ’smin.
” In a’a’ceAaMt tam ; JMt Ze; AMt tad;
/Mt Za</[e].
In ^Va °tah pasye (fur pasyd t).
In/Mt'WsaZ; cMt
dMt^visaih.
38
In AMt naOT7««.
39
In mpMt tutah.
40
Sic ; read tadvad dlustam 1
41
In a^a*gN& mukhe.
42
In CTi^jJIt so vai, cmMt yo°: AMt
talati ^apdt.
*’ In JMt dkrtya-, pMt aruhya.
** So Cbdbjlmpm; A^yknhlt ’^yakak, cMt
^yikah.
“ In (/Va °yikain.
“ In cAJMt ZaZ°; JjfMt tam sarvan.
So Ac(Z^g(A/zi^Mt: ilCniMt rsim; JMt
rser: AMt reads this half line svavarca (for
ktuirvas ca !) Jdnamejayah.
33

34

Vayu.

paurnamasyena havisa
devam istva prajapatim
vijnaya samsthito ’pasyat ®®
tadvadhistam vibhor makhe
Pariksit-tanayas capi
Pauravo Janamejayah
dvir asvamedham ahrtya
tato vajasaneyakam
pravartayitva tad brahma
trikharvi*® Janamejayah
15
kharvam Asvaka^'-mukhyanaih
kharvam Ahga-nivasinam
kharvam ca Madhyade^nam
trikharvi®* Janamejayah
visadad brahmanaih sardham
abhisastah ksayam yayau
tasya putrah Sataniko
balavan satya-vikramah
tatah sutaih Satanikaih
vipras tam abhyasecayan
20
*’ In cMt ’’yikam efgjkiyi.t °yakalf.
So Ca’a'A^Va; a’Va °khdrvi‘. with dia
lectic variation of kh and «, glVa. °sarvi,
a?N&°sairvi\ dNi°svarcd’, h\^°svaci,.
60
In gttVa, sarvam.
61 In g'Va and one MS of CVa Aimaka.
62 In grVa sarvam.
&S In ghNa sarvam.
64 In dXa °kharva',
tiVa °khabi‘, gX&
'^sarvi',; kN&'^sady'i.
kVa ^sadyi.
” In 6<//)Mt °dam; JMt “do.
“ In o’AVa visado.
” In AVa °/ataA.
In JMt su-v°; after this line JMt inserts
Mt 1. 6 on p. 4.
“ In nMt °Ja2/a •, AMt taZas Ze tu.
In tZVa tam tu.
“ In AMt tiyjra i'dj°, altered to jyutram
tasydbhyasecayat.
“ In dyhN& tasydbhy°. CVa tam abhyasecayat.

